
PACIFIC 3 SHOP N DRIVE
 

• Ultra light all-rounder for city and country

• 2in1 Carrycot convertible into sports seat

• Reversible seat unit

• Height-adjustable handle

• Incl. 2in1 footmuff

 

 

Shipping

Stroller
Car seat
2in1 Footmuff

DRIVING FUN

on 3 wheels
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Product Description

This ultra light stroller combo is the perfect all-rounder for city and country. With the Pacific 3 Shop N Drive Set you will be flexible 
from the very beginning as the 2in1 carrycot can be converted into a sports seat and mounted in both directions. Fast to fold down 
compactly, Pacific 3 fits any boot.

Agile companion. This lightweight of a stroller is particularly easy to push thanks to its swiveling and lockable front wheels and the 
extra large back wheels. Pacific 4 guarantees absolute driving fun at all times!

Right from birth. Its sports seat is easy and fast to convert into a cosy carrycot where your little one will feel safe from the very 
beginning. The carrycot comes with a soft insert that offers much comfort. At a later time, this can be combined with the carrycot's 
cover into a 2 in 1 footmuff to use for the sports seat.

The Zero Plus 0+ baby car seat that is included is also usable from birth. Fixing this on the chassis by using the adapters (also 
included) results in an agile Shop'n Drive System that allows you to go through even the smallest of shops. And thanks to its 
patented side-impact protection system and the padded 3-point harness, your little one will always be safe. The removable head 
padding and the seat insert give your baby optimum hold.

Well-being in two directions. Once your little one has outgrown the carrycot, this can be converted into a sports seat and thus 
used for a very long time. The whole seat can be brought in lying position by using one hand only and, depending on your child's 
wishes, the seat can be fixed on the chassis in both directions. The 5-point harness and safety bar guarantee your little one's 
safety, while the parking brake offers a strong hold during your stops. The height-adjustable push handle can be adapted to your 
own height. In addition, the large basket beneath the seat offers enough place for baby equipment and purchases. And even 
better: Pacific 3 is easy to fold down compactly, making it fit any boot.



Pacific 3 Shop N Drive Data

Product net weight   14,65 kg  

Pacific 3

Product net weight   11,30 kg  

Zero Plus 0+

Product net weight   3,00 kg  


